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AbsJrar\

Past 1eseard1 h.is slwwn !hat the speech style employed by 11 witness in a jt1ry trial
may 11tfoct their credibility (Erihon, Lind, Johnson, & ()'Barr, ]978j. One common
linguistic de\·ice used by witnesses is a rising inlonation, which is dctincd as the
inllection of n speaker's cone that occurs at the end of a spoken passage. Past
research has shO\\tl that the use ofa rising intonation in speech can add a questioning
tone to ,1 pass.1ge. or signif)· that the speaker is unsure of what they arc saying (Smith
and Clark. 1993). !fa witness uses a risin!! intonation they may sound Jess believable
to a juror. The effect ofrising intonation on the credibility ofwitness testim_ony was
examined in the present study. Three independent variables were tested: the
intonation contour at the end of a spoken witness statement (rising or nomising); the
gender of the witness; and the gender of the participant. Five dependent variables
relating to how subjects judged the believability and credibility of~hc witness
statements were measured. The primary finding was that rising intonation alone did
not significantly affect perceptions of the speaker's credibility. However, the gender
of the speaker was found to affect overall believability, with female speakers being
rated as significantly less believ:iblc than male speakers. The results are interpreted
from a sociocultura:1 perspective. with the suggestion that rising intonation, given its
frequency ofi.lse amongst Australian speakers, does not se~m to indicate that the
speaker is uncertain about their statements.
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Introduction

The testimony ofa \~i!ness is defined as au individual\ verbal statement for
the judiciary, which describes their pe1 ccptual experience ol' u specific incident.
Witness testimony plays a cnicial role in a counroom setting because jurors arc olien
required 10 make a decision about a del'endant based on information that is presenter.I
verbally. Past research indicates that jurors place a great deal of weight on the spoken
testimony ofa witness when they make their decision about the guilt or innocence of
a defendant (Whitley & Greenberg, l 986; Elliot, Farrington, & Manheimer, 1988;
Goodman & Reed, 1986).
Quite often, the content ofthe witness·s testimony may not be an accurate
description of what actually occurred. Research suggests that there may be several
factors that can affect the accuracy of spoken testimony. These factors afTect the
person's accuracy for describing events in two main ways. perception at time of the
event and memory oft he event later. These include factors such as ihe nge of the
witness, fatigue, intoxication, and stress at the time of the witnessed event (Penrod.
Loftus, & Winkler, 1982; Goodman, Golding, Helgeson, Haith & 1\tlichelli, 1987). In
addition, Thomson ( ! 995) described several factors relating to the environment in
which a person witnesses an event that may affect their memory of the event, and
consequently, the accuracy of their description. These are known as "event factors··.
which include the duration of exposure to the witnessed event, the frequency of
exposure to the witnessed event, and the interference of movement (e.g., conHision
about the event may occur if the witnessed event happened quickly). Thomson also
described "situational factors", such as lighting conditions and distance ofthe
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witness from lhc observed event, which may also inllu,!ncc how accurn1ely the
witness remembers the event.
1\pnrt rrom the witness, event, and situational fi1clors described above which

nrny atlCCt the nccurncy of n witness's testimony, there arc other factors relating to
the w,~1· that the witness describes the events, which can affect whether or not the
witness is believed, or is seen ns being credible. Impressions of people can be
derived from many sources. An individual's style of communication is scrutinised by
the listener, not only for its content, but also for the expressions and behaviours that
accompany it. As people internet, they also try to understand the motives of others.
These motives may be represented by speech as well as nonverbal cues such as facial
expressions, eye contact, and body language (Baron & Byrne, 1991 ). Clearly, jurors
notice various speech and nonverbal cues of the witness and past research suggests
that people may be highly influenced by the way witnesses deliver their testimony
(Whitley & Greenberg, 1986; Catano, 1980).
The focus of the present study was on the way that the wit11ess delivers their
descriptions ofan event via their speech aud how this may alTect their credibility. To
be credible means to be 'capable ofbeing believed' (Krebs, 1989). Being believed is
an important factor for a speaker in persuading a listener to endorse the speaker's
point ofview. Being believable suggests the speaker is knowledgeable regarding the
topic, of which they speak and increases the speaker's persuasive power (Miller,
Maruyama, Beaber, & Valone, 1976).
The factors that occur alongside the spoken word that do not relate to the
structure oft he word are called paralinguistic aspects of speech (Scherer, London. &
Wolf, 1973). Peralinguistic aspects of speech include voice characteristics (such as
tone), speed of speech, and style of speech (e.g., combinations of words and types of
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words used). The present study examined the effect ofune parn!inguistic aspect of
speech, which has been ignored in the literature on witness credibility, nmncly the
rising intonation thut people sometimes use at the end ofa spoken statement. Guy,
Horvath, Vonwiller, Daisley, and Rogers, ( 1986) suggested that a rising intonation
111ay be a cue for turn-taking in conversation. Their n·search also found that in
Australian English, the rising intonation at the end ofa semencc is used as a question
to the listener, to ask whether or not the listener has understood what the speaker has
said. Other research has shown that the use ofa rising intonation in speech can add a
questioning tone to a passage, or signi!Y that the speaker is unsure of what they are
saying (Smith and Clark, 1993). lfa witness uses a rising intonation they may sound
Jess believable to a juror. In the literature review that follows, the role of
paralinguistic aspects of speech and nonverbal behaviour on speaker credibility, in
several settings, will be examined. Second, the influence of speaker gender as a
moderating factor will be considered. Finally, the implications ofvar~•ir.g one's
speech intonation will be discussed.

The Role <if Parali11g11islic A.1pecrs u_(Speech a11d No11rerhal Hehcll'im11· mi
5iJeaker Credihility
The human voice may be described on several characteristics: pitch, speed,
and intensity (loudness). These attributes are thought to be at the disposal of a
speaker when they try to influence a listener's impression (Eisenson, ! 938). There
are many contexts in which a speaker uses speech to create an impression, such as in
a courtroom. A courtroom setting relies on speech as its primary tbrm of
communication. A judge instructs, the legal representatives present arguments, and
the witnesses and defendants are questioned and provide their verbal testimony.

IU'-JNO INTON/\TIC lN
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Thnsc present in the cuurtroum prnccedings, including the jury 11rc e)(pccled to
altcnd 10 the content ufwlrnt is heing stated. Whilst it is accepted 1ha1 the con1ent of
speech is orprim;iry importance in the courtroom setting, the paralinguistic (c.g,
intonntion) and nmwerlrnl factors (e.g. demennor) arc alsu important with reg.ird to

impn:ssion fonm11ion (Pryor& Buchanan, 1984; Lnndon, 1973). The speaker's
credibility may be diminished if paralinguistic am[ nonvcrbal !'actors arc inconsistent
with the content ofthcir speech (l\.\oscovici, 1976j.

Powe1:f11/ li!rsus Pmrer/ess hmg11age S1y/es
A paralinguistic aspect or speech that may influence a person's credibility is
their language style. One study (Erikson, Lind, Johnson, & O'Barr, 1978)
investigated the effects of 'powerful' versus 'powerless' language style on witness
credibility in a courtroom setting. Participants either listened

to,

or read, the

testimony of male or female speakers who used either a powerful or powerles~
speech style; the content ofthe testimony was consistent throughout the various
versions. The powerless speech style was characterised by the inclusion of features
such as hedges (e.g.,'( think', 'I guess'); intensifiers (e.g., 'very', ·so'); as well as
hesitations such as pauses, stutters, and 'uhs'. In addition, the powerless speech style
included the frequent use of slang words and use of formal terms such as ·sir' which
were used to address the legal representative. The powerful style of speech was
characterised by the less frequent use of the features described above. Erikson et al.
(1987) found that a witness who spoke with a powerfill speech style was perceived as
being significantly more credible than their counterpart who used the powerless
speech style. In all conditions except for the male witness with the written version,
the powerful speech style evoked a greater acceptance ofthe position endorsed by
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the witness in !heir teslimnny. The researchers nlso found thUl wlwr.

-1

l!I

person used a

powertt.11 style or speech. a higher rating of physical attrac1iveness was auributed lo
1he speaker, independent oft he gender ol'tbe speaker, 1hc gender of 1he partidpa11l,
or che mode of present.it ion or the information.

,\/h't•d ,!f',\il<'<'dl

The speed of speech has also been found to have an important effect on
persuading a listener. rvlillcr and Beaber (cited in Miller et al., 1976) proposed that a
faster rate of speaking projects the impression that a speaker is more knmvledgeabl c
and competent. Jn short they saw the faster rate of speech asa cue of high credibility
and in turn an enhancer of the power 10 persuade the listener. In support of1his
proposal, Miller et al. (1976) found that use of faster than average speed of speech
had a more persuasive effect than slower speech. Participants in ~1il!er et al. 's study
were asked to listen to a tape ofa person speaking about the n<!gative e!lt'cts of
caffeine in coffee. Participants listened to either one oftwo tape recordings. which
only varied on the speed at which the speech was delivered. In the fast version,
words were spoken at a rate of 195 words per minute, whereas in the slow version,
the speech rate was 102 words per minute. After listening to the tape, participants
were asked to describe the degree to which they agreed with several statements made
by the speakers. Miller et, al. found that the fast version was signitic.intly more
persuasive in eliciting agreement with statements made by the speaker. compared to
the slow version.
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l 'm!fidc•11ce and l'ari1/i11}!_11i.\"ti1: ( 'm!fide11t:e

Whitley and Greenberg ( I9X6) examined two ways in which the confidence
of n speaker can be expressed ·- verbal cnnlidence and paralinguistic conlidence
Verbal conlidem:e is characterised by the me ofqtmliticHtions such as 'I'm !sure]
that's him' (which indicates a high level ofwrbal cnnlidenceJ versus 'I'm fpn:tty
sure] that's him' (which indicates a low level of verbal confidence}. 13y contrast,
paralinguistic contidcnce is determined by the presence of features such as 'ah' or
·uh' in speech; low paralinguistic confidence is when a person uses these !caturcs
quite often in their speech, which may indicate hesitancy or tentativeness, wherea$ a
person with high paralinguistic confidence rarely uses the~e features. In a study that
simulated a courtroom setting, Whitley and Greenberg manipulated the levels of
verbal and paralinguistic confidence employed by the witness to demonstrate her
level of confidence in her testimony. They found that high levels of verbal and
paralingi.iistic contidence were associated with high ratings of witness credibility.
These results were consistent with a study by Wells and Lindsay ( 1933) who found
that in practice. legal representatives advise witnesses chat it is of paramount
importance that they appear confident of their courtroom testimony (cited in Whitley
& Greenberg, 1986).

/merim S11111111wj•
The 'studies reviewed above show that factors such as language style, speed of
speech, and verbal and paralinguistic confidence can create a certain impression
about the witness and. in a courtroom setting. may intluence the credibility of the
witness. These results are consistent with general psychological theories relating to
the perception of speaker credibility by a listener. For example, London ( 1973)
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cmplmsised the importance ofcommunicittor cuntidcncc in tl1c p1tlccss ol's11cial
intlucncc and argued th;1t c11111111unicatnr cnnlidcncc was c.:,;prcsscd vi;i 1lucc primary
modes: languagl'. parnlinguistics, and body languugc I le also slalcd that 1hc mu~t
Jll'rs11asire pcnplc wcrc 1lmsc who c:,;prcs•;cd conlidcncc in their own view (i e. thov.:
peliplc who appearcd \'cry sure or dctlnite about whm they were saying), whcrcus

people who

l\'Cl"l'

Jcnsl pcrsunsire were those who e:,,;prcsscd doub1 ill their own view

li!fl11e11ce r!f No111·erhal Jfrh111·irmr 011 Wime.1·.v Credihdily

Research by Pryor and Buchanan ( I984) e:,,;amined the effect of a dcfendam · s
nonverbal behaviour {body language) on mock juror·s impressions of the defendant's
credibilily and guilt. In this study, panicipants were asked to read a case sCenario in
which a person was charged with an offence. The participants then viewed a videotaped version of the defendant's testimony in which the defendant displayed
behaviours, which according to Pryor and Buchanan were typically associated with
lying. These were the frequency and duration of eye contact, the degree offidgeting.
and the number of speech errors. The intensity ofthe lying behaviour was varied in
three conditions ('high', ·medium', or · low· displays of lying behaviour). 1 The
participants were then asked to rate the defendant on a credibility scale and also
indicate whether or not they would find him guilty of the charges. The results
showed that in the 'low' condition, the defendant was given the highest credibility
ratings and the lowest percentage of guilty verdicts.

1

TI1is is not to say that people who arc lying consistently exhibit these fl·atures. howerer thc
results suggest that when presented with the lying beha\'iours described by Pryor and
Buchanan, obscr,..crs tend to use them to make judgements about the person in terms of
credibility.

ll!SINC. 1'.STUNtd l(lN
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If :111 imlividunl acting as a witness is awan.: ,1f lh~· ctl\:cts uf the
charactcristics desciibcd thus for, {p;1ralinguistics and

11n11

verbal behaviour), they

can ;ittempt to manipul.ne these factors to present : '11::msclvcs us a more credible
witness. Whilst

.i

foctor su..:h as gender oft he ,.peak er obviously cannot he

manipulated. it is important for those i1<volvcd in the courtroom process to gain .in
undcrst.111<l111g of its cffct·1

<111 I\

itnes~ credibili1y For e.~ample, if gender is a factor

accepted to n:du;c credibility. it may be possible to manipulate others factors to
increase credibility and counter that effect. A discussion follows describing research
on gender and how this factor can influence credibility

Gl'mlt!r <!f tlu.• 11·;111<·.1·s
Past research suggests that one·s gender may affect the impressions that are
formed ofan individual in a wide range of contexts. For example. in social
psychology research, it has been found that women and men ha\'e been consistently
rated unequal[y on professional achie\'ements, such as the authorship of academic
articles, despite equh·alent performance (Mischel, 197-1 ). Goldberg ( 1968, cited in
Hodgson & Pryor, 1984) investigated gender biases towards women. In this study. he
asked female participants 10 read an academk te.xt and then asked them to rate the
anicles in the text according to the intellectual and professional competencies of the
authors. Goldberg found that the participants rated anides significantly more
favourably when the author was believed to be male rather than female. Similarly,
Mischel ( l974) found that both male and female participants demonstrated a gender
bias against female authors when asked to evaluate journal articles written by authors
when the author's gender was considered inconsistent with the accepted gender
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stcrc1)typc f'or 111111 area of CSJh!rtisc Fur c.xamplc. a l;,w Hrticlc wus rmed more
favourably when it was allrihutcd 10 a male au1fior rnther limn ;1 female iwthor
Lakoll: ( 197;',. cited in Newcombe & Arnkon: 1976J described what she
perceived as the existence or a ditlCrencc belwecn men and women's speech. J.akoff
accepted that men and women speak differently. and argued that these differences
may impact on the manner in which a person is perceived. She suggested that women
and me!l use different speech styles, with men·s speech being more assertive and Jess
polite than women· s speech. According to LakolT, gender differences in speech
styles niar further contribute to an image of women as being vague aud lacking in
confidence, whereas men would be perceived as being assertive, self-confident, and
definite. For example, Lakoffdescribed three forms of speech which were more
· commonly used by women than men: 'tag questions', 'qual'rfiers', and 'compound
requests'. Tag questions are used when a person makes a statement but is unsure of
whether or not the statement is true. For example 'Jim·is here, isn't he?' as compared
to a standard question 'is Jim here?' Qualifiers are words or phrases that reduce the
certainty of what has been said. Examples of qualifiers are, 'sort of, or 'maybe'.
Compound requests are thought to be more polite questions which include words that
are superfluous and reduce the power behind a request, for example, 'would you
bring the book over here?' instead of'bring the book over here'. Lakoff argued that
these tag questions, qualifiers, and compound requests were used to varying degrees
by an individual depending on their gender, which may contribute to the perceived
differences between men and women in their speech styles, and how persuasive their
language is.
Lakoff's arguments about the differences underlying the persuasiveness of
males' and females' language styles have been supported by results from several
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studies (Newcombe and Arnkol{ ]970; llrndley, 1981, & Hawkes, Edelman, &
Dodd, 19% ). For example, Newcombe aud Arnkuff I J 976J investigmetl the cflCcts
of these tag questions, qualiliers, und compound requests on listeners' perceptions
when the speech was delivered in a noncourtroum selling. Jn this study, Newcombe
and Arnkoffasked participants to rate male and female speakers who made
statements which included or excluded these linguistic variables. The statements
were rated on the degree of assertiveness, warmth, and politeness ofthe speakers.
The results indicated that speakers who used tag questions, qualifiers, and compound
requests were identified as less assertive, more polite and warmer by participants,
regardless ofthe gender ofthe speaker. The results ofNewcombe and Arnkoff's
study support Lakoff's assertions that the use of these linguistic variables can affect
how speakers are perceived when rated on desirable characteristics.
Hawkes et al. (1996) asked college students to evaluate the effect of a
tentative versus assertive speech style when the speaker was female. Jn the
manipulation of speech style, an assertive speaker spoke with fewer · hedges' and
'qualifiers' such as 'um', 'ah', and 'don't you think?', whereas the tentative speaker
spoke with more of these features. Hawkes et al. found that both male and female
participants evaluated the assertive speaker more favourably on scales of
competency, reliability, and likeability, than the tentative speaker. A study by
Bradley (1981) showed similar re.suits in that a tentative style of speech included
more qualifiers than assertive speech. In addition, Bradley found that men were
generally perceived as more intelligent, knowledgeable and likeable than women
r~gardless ofthe style of speech they used.
The question as to whether vr not a gender bias may be accounted by
differences in use oflinguistic variables by men and women remains unresolved.
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There appears Ill be a comple.-. interaction hclwccn the use of different language
styles, and perceptions of male and l'cmalc speakers by listeners of both genders.
Howc\'er, the important implication here is that by modil)'ing our speech style, we
may intluencc how we arc perceived by a listener. Therefore, il is important to
investigate other ways in which speech style may vary.

Thi- liffi-et C!/Risi11g rer.1·11.1· Nrmri.1·i11g /11/0Jl(l/im1
The present study investigated an aspect of speech which may contribute to
the evaluations ofspenkers' credibility, namely, the use ofa rising intonation contour
at the end ofa spoken statement. There is evidence to suggest that intonation is a
device which an individual can use to assert their confidence while they are
speaking. In this way, certain types of intonation may renect a questioning tone,
which may indicate that the speaker is unsure of what they are saying. One form of
intonation is the 'high rising terminal contour' indicated by a sharp rise in intonation
in the last word or last syllable of the last word in a declarative statement. There are
also soine suggestions that a rising intonation may be a cue for tunHaking in
conversation (Guy et al., 1986). For example, in Australian English, the rising
intonation at the end of a sentence may be used as a query to ask whether or' not the
listener has understood what the speaker has said. This feature is known as the
Australian Questioning Intonation (AQI) (Guy et al., 1986). In Standard English it is
also thought to be used to transform a statement into a question (Lakoff, 1976; Allan,
1984). In this sense, it is comparable to a 'tag question' such as asking 'isn't it?' or
'right?' at the end of the statement. It is generally regarded that the use ofa rising
intonation in a spoken statement signifies a lack of confidence by the speaker for the
answer they have given, or as Bolinger (1989) puts it, "In English a rising intonation
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signals 'unlinishcd business"'. for example, research carried 11u1 hy Smi1h and Clark
( 1993) in a nnncourtroom ~ctti11g has found that

:i

rising imonatior) at the end ol'a

statement may olit!n be used when n subject is not confidc/11 ol'thcir answer i11 thi,
study. Smith and Clark asked subjects a series of factual qucs1ions, such as "In which
span is the Stanley Cup awarded?'' The subjects were asked how confident they were
about the answers they gave to the questions. It was found that the less confident the
participants felt about the answers they gave, the more oflen they used rising
intonation in their response.
Another noncourtroom study also suggests that the presence ofrising
intonation at the end ofa spoken statement may undermine speakers' effectiveness in
terms of getting their message accepted by the listener Sharf and Lehman ( 1984)
recorded telephonists as they tried to conduct an interview with a listener using a
standard script. The speech attributes of the interviewers were examined in terms of
their intonation, loudness, and rate of speech. It was found that the interviewers who
were most successful at persuading listeners to participate in the interview used a
falling intonation contour at the end of their opening statement. By contrast,
telephonists who were not as successful in convincing people to participate in the
interview tende'd to use rising intonation contours. The implication of these findings
is that acoustic cues may have a significant effect on listener reactions.
The results of the studies by Smith and Clark ( 1993) mid Sbarf and Lehman,
( 1984) support the notion that rising intonation may act as an indication of a
speaker's uncenainty about what they are saying or a Jack of confidence in what they
are saying. It is not unreasonable to expect then, that listeners may pick up on the
questioning tone of the speaker and regard them as being uncertain of what they are
saying. To date, there have been no studies that have investigated the intluence of
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rising versus nunrising intonation un the credibility ul'a witness's testimony in an
:\ustrnlian context

the /'n!s~·,,, S111,~r
The nim of the present study was to examine the influence ofa rising
intonation tone used by a speaker who gives a witness statement. In this study, other
factors including noiwerbal cues (e.g., body langtiage, attractiveness, and so on) and
wrbal cues (e.g., the speech rate, and the use of powerful or powerless language) are
controlled, so that the e!lect of intonation is e.xamined directly. The present design
also permits a comparison between male and female speakers who use a rising
intonation as well as a comparison between males and females who listen to the
rising and nonrising intonation versions ofthe statement. Thus, three research
questions were examined in the present study: (a) What is the relationship between
intonation contour and impressions of witness credibility from the perspective of the
listener?; (b) Are male and female speakers evaluated differently?; and (c) Are male
and female speakers evaluated differently depending on the gender of the listener? It
was predicted that the presence of a rising intonation at the end of the spoken
statements would be identified with a high level ofuncertainty in the speaker's
statements, based on the results of previous studies which found that rising intonation
signified a lack of confidence in what was being said (Sharf & Lehman, 1984: Smith
& Clark, 1993).
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Method

/k.1l'11rc/1 !Jesig11

This study employed a 2 , 2 / 2 between-subjects design. The independent
variables were the gender of the witness (male or female); the type of intonation at
the end ofa sentence (rising or nonrising); and the gender of the participant (male or
female). Five dependent variables relating to the witness's account were measured:
accuracy of descr'1b"1ng the event, believability of the witness, confidence of the
witness's testimony, accuracy of describing the defendant, and the weight given to
the witness's testimony.

Par1icipa11/s

The participants were Australian citizens who were registered on the
Australian Electoral Roll. The participants were aged 18 years and older and were
recruited from the Perth metropolitan business community and university campuses
to obtain a representative sample of people who may be called to serve on a jury. A
total of i 60 participants (80 males and 80 females) volunteered fort he study. All
participants provided informed consent to participate in the study, which had been
previously approved by the ethics committee of the School of Psychology (Edith
Cowan University);

Stimuli and Apparatus
Taped Wi111ess Transcripls. Four audio taped versions ofa mock court
transcript were recorded. The recording comprised ofa witness witl1 an Australian
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;1cccnt gi\'ing an acc11u11t nfan armed rnbhcry that occurred while he nr she was in a
pharmacy The nu i11blc ol' imonation (rising or nonrisingJ combined with 1hc gender
{1fthc spcaki:r (malt: or li!mali:) yielded four versions orthc witness's account
l) ~lalc speaker using rising intonation;
2) 1-.la!c speaki:r u~ing nonrising intonation;
3) Female speaker using rising intonation;
4) Female speaker using nonrising intonation,
The intonation was manipulated so that the speaker either used or did not use
a rising intonation on the final word for eleven oft he statements in the transcript. 2
The transcript .of the witness testimony is presented in Appendix A. Each recorded
version was about two and a half minutes long.
One male and one female actor portrayed each of the witnesses, and another
male actor portrayed the prosecuting lawyer. The acturs who played the role of the
witnesses were in their mid-twenties. This age was chosen in pa1t because some
research suggests that jurors may display biases against very young and very old
witnesses compared to young adults in the courtroom (Brimacombe, Quinton, Nance,
& Garrioch, 1997; Goodman et al., 1987)

The script was based on an account of a person who was a witness to an
armed robbery and who relayed their experience to the researcher.

3

The witness on

the recording testified for the prosecution and underwent direct questioning. The use
of audiotapes controlled for factors such as attractiveness and body language ofthe

2

In a manipulation check, eleven listeners who were not part of the mai11 study were asked
to listen to the rising and nonrising intonation versions. When nsked to identify the
differences between the two versions, each member of the pilot group indicntcd that the
versions differed on intonation onlv.
3
The script was edited by Associ~te Profossor Alfred Allan. who as a lawyer, dctcrmin~d
that the events and language described in the transcript were plnnsible.
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witness which have heen shown by previous research to inlhlence [larticipants
perceptions of credihll ity {C'a1m10, 1980; Pryor & Buc!wrrnn, IIJR4 ).
The same script was used in all four versions ofihe audio tape The
construction oflhe taped versions controlled for the speed of speech, the number of
'powerfol' and ·powerless' speech styles, and levels of' verbal and paralinguistic
confidence·. The speech rnte wus approximately l 50 words per minute, which is
regarded as average (Miller et al., l 976).

Procedure
prior to their participation, potential subjects read an information sheet,
which briefed them on the nature of the material used in the testimony. No one who
participated in the experiment felt that they would be distressed upon hearing an
account of an armed robbery. Participants were asked to listen to one of the four
taped accounts, determined randomly. About halfofthe participants were tested
individually, the other half participated in groups no larger than three people. Each
participant answered the questionnaire individually. The task took approximately
seven minutes to complete. They were instructed that they were free to use the entire
scale and that they could mark their rating in between the numbers on the scale.
Participants were asked to rate their impressions of the witness and the
witness's account of events on a 7-point Likert scale that measured five dependent
variables. These were:
I) How likely do you think it is that the witness gave an accurate account of the
incident? (where I was "Not at all Likely'' and 7 was "Completely Likely'');
2) How believable did you find the witness's testimony? (where 1 was "Not at all
Believable" and 7 was "Completely Believable");
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3) Do you think the witness sounded cun!idcn1 ahoul Iheir 1cstimony'I (where! w,1s

"Not al all C'ontitkn!" m1d 7 wns "Completely Cn11fol1.:nt"J;
4) I-low accurately du yuu think !he witness described the defendant'/ (where I ww,

··No! ut all ;\ccuratdy·· and 7 was "Completely Accurately"');
5) How much weight would you gil'c to the willlcss's tcstilllony if you were to make

a dl'cision about the guil1 of the defondant? (where I was "Minimum \.\'eight" and 7

was ·•rvlaximum Weight.. ).
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The depcmknt \·ariables were the tive Ukert-typc rating sc;iles that measured
factors rdating co crcdibi lity of the witness' testimony on a scale of one 10 seven
The means of the tivc dl!pcndent variables were determined by a\'eraging the
responst!s to each of the Liken-type scales across the participants. Preliminary
analyses ofvariance (ANOVAs) were conducted to investigate the effects ofthe
participant ·s gender (a between-subjects factor). The gender of the participant did not
reach significance in any of the analyses, nor did this factor interact with any of the
other factors. Hence, the ratings were combined over the factor of the gender of the
participant in the analyses reported here. Thus, tive 2 / 2 ANO\! As were carried out
to investigate the effects of the two experimental variables (i.e., intonation and
gender of the speaker) on the dependent variables.
Means and standard deviations of the dependent variables for the four
conditions are presented in Table I The main effects of witness gender and
intonation on the ratings are shown in Tabh~ 2.
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-------- --·------

--- ----

--

Female
Male
Speaker
Speaker
-------··--"----

Rming Senk

i'vlule
Speaker

Accurucy of describing the
Incident

5.11
/0.97)

( l.30)

( I. I 2)

4 95
II 13)

Believability

5.60
(0.81)

4.64
( IJO)

5.23
( 1.09)

(I I II

5.28
( 1.33)

4.93
(J .46)

5.00
( 1.30)

( l .28)

5.02
(1.14)

4.52
( l.24)

(I.I 7)

4.74
( 1.06)

4.95

4.34
( 1.26)

4.60
( 1.09)

4.60
(l.01)

Confidence of witness testimony

Accuracy of describing the
Defendant
Weight placed on testimony

Female
Spet1kcr

Nonrising lnl1JJ1a1io11

---------·-

(I.JI)

4.74

5.1 0

4.66

4.84

5.55

Note: Each column contained 40 participants.

J111011atio11

It was predicted that rising intonation used by both male and female speakers
would result in significantly lower credibility ratings compared to the nonrising
version. This was not found. No significant main effects were found for the
intonation variable on any of the dependent variables {see Table;?.. ).
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Table:!
.\ lom F(fi•cts of I 11101111/1,111 wul ,\i1l•afrr ( h·11d<'I' 011 Iii<' I Jepe11de111 J 'or111h/n

l111u1mtion

- ----·-·- - -- ··-------.

Spcaki.:r Gender
- ···-···------

Rating Scale

-

,\SOVA

,\i",10VA

--------------- -·-~--------·---- df

F

Accuracy of describing the
Incident

( I, 156)

0.31

().

Belie\"ability

( 1, 156)

0.26

I I, ! 56)

l 5.31 *

Confidence of witness testimony

( ! , 156)

0.68

( I. 156)

0.22

Accuracy of describing the
Defendant

(I, l56J

0.17

I I, 156)

l.36

Weight placed on testimony

( ! , 156)

0.06

(L

156)

2.73

i(f

156)

F

2.14

Note. *p<.001

Gender
Analysis ofthe believability scores indicated a significant main effect of
gender. Male speakers were rated significantly higher for believability than were
female speakers, F (I, 156) = 15.31, p < .00 I. The results were not significant for the
effect of speaker gender on credibility ratings across the other scales (see Table 2.).

/J1/eracli01ls
The interaction between intonation and speaker gender was significant, F ( 1,
156) = 4.47,p < .05) for the confidence ratings (see Figure 1.). Male speakers who
used rising intonation (111 = 5.28) were rnted higher on confidence compared to
female speakers who used rising intonation (111 = 4.92). However, female speakers
who used "nonrising intonation (111"" 5.55) were rated higher than males who used

I
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gender ()flhc spc.iker hy

i11trnm1io11 rnndition were signilicanl for any of the other dcpcmlcnL vadahlc~
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6.0

Nonrising Intonation
Rising Intonation

5.5

5.0

4.5
Male

Female

Speaker's Gender
Figure i. Interaction effect between witness gender and intonation for confidence.
Error bars depict the standard error of the mean.
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l>iscnssion

The primary aim of this study was to examine the effect of rising versus
nonrising intonation in speech on the impression ofa witness in the eyes of mock
jurors. In addition, the intluence oft he gender of the witness and the gender of the
participant on credibility was examined. The results indicate that intonation alone did
not significantly affect the participants' perceptions ofthe speaker on any ofthe five
dependent variables measured. In general, the gender of the speaker was found to
significantly influence believability: lvlale speakers were found to be more believable
than female speakers. The gender of the panicipant did not significantly influence
these results. The only interaction that was significant was an interaction between
speaker gender and intonation; no other interactions were significant. The results of
the present study are first summarised as they relate to the primary question of the
effect of intonation, then to the gender of the witness, and finally as they relate to the
interaction between intonation, gender, and confidence ratings.

lnto11atio11
The maniptilation ofintonation did not seem to affect the observers'
perceptions of the speaker, even though in a manipulation check, pilot panicipants
singled out the intonation as the difference between the two male and female
versions of the statements. A sociocultural explanation may be forwarded to explain
the lack ofan effect of intonation. The lack of influence oft he intonation variable on
perception of the speaker's credibility may be explained by the fact that rising
intonation is a widely and commonly used linguistic feature in Australian society
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(Guy at al., 1986), as opposed to other societies in which theetfocl of rising
intonation has been studied. It may be that the frequent use of rising intonation by
-Australian speakers may have mitigated its impact in denoting a person's uncertainty
about their statements. Guy et al. ( 1986) studied the social distribution of'the use of
rising intonation by speakers from Sydney, Australia. They carried out a metaanalysis of 'apparent-time' and 'real-time' data of speech samples taken from 1978! 982 and from Mitchell and Delbridge's (1965) sampling of speech taken from

adolescents from the early 1960s. Guy et al. concluded from these meta-analyses that
rising intonation was virtually nonexistent before the beginning of the 1970s, at least
in Sydney. Women, teenagers, and working class speakers were found to have the
highest rates of usage of a rising intonation. Guy et al. described this social
distribution as 'a language change in progress', and by the mid- l 980s, which is when
their study was published, the use of rising intonation by Australian speakers was
widespread {although still found less in male speakers than female speakers). It is not
unreasonable to expect then, that with the frequent use of rising intonation over time
it may have lost its effect as a linguistic device that conveys uncertainty.
In contrast, research conducted on American subjects has found significant
effects of rising intonation on speaker credibility and on the persuasiveness of the
spoken message (Sharf & Lehman, 1984; Smith & Clark, 1993). One explanation for
the results ofthe American studies is that risin'g intonation may be far less commonly
used in the United States compared to Australia and perhaps retains a specific
purpose for American listeners, such as being a marker for uncertainty. 4 Thus, for the
studies involving American subjects, it may be proposed that rising intonation, when
4

A recent search of the literature has not yielded any ~ata pertaining to the prevalence of the

use of rising intonation in American speech, which may be compared lo the investigations by
Guy et al. (1986) on Australian speech.
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used results in a reduction or credibility. Hence, the results uJ'thc American studies
may not be gencnilisablc lo the population used in the present study which involved
spenkers (nnd listeners) or Australian English. This would suggest that Australians
differ culturally in the way they use and perceive rising intonation in comparison lo
Americans .

.\j)eaker Gender

Jn this study, it was found that female speakers were perceived as
significantly less believable than their male counterparts. These results suggest a
general stereotypic bias against female communicators. The theories of Lakoff
{1976) support this notion. Lakoffhas argued that language generally associated with
women has the effect ofbeing less credible than language associated with men (e.g.,
a powerless language style compared with a powerful language style, respectively),
which results in the perception of a stereotype that women, in general, are less
credible as communicators.
When reading the literature associated with application of a stereotype, it
seems plausible that a stereotype has been applied to the speakers in the present
study, at !east in tenns of how believable the speaker was. It has been suggested by
Inkso and Schopler (1972) that stereotypes are most often applied in situations where
there is little information about the target (cited in Erikson et al., 1977). The
traditional view in stereotype research is that an inverse relationship exists between
the amount and strength of information about a person and the reliance on category
stereotyping in impression formation. Inkso and Schopler reported that if
individuating information is weak or absent, category stereotypes provide the default
alternative for impression formation. With greater levels of individuating information
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there nppe,irs to be less need lo rely on the stereotype. Jn the current study, the
participnnts had little or no inlbrrnntion about the spenker except for their gender
Therefore, subjects may have simply applied a stereotype in the absence of other
information, such as facial/physical attractiveness, or nonverbal gestures, when
making their decision about the speakers' believability.
,\s mentioned earlier, no other significant main effects were found for the
effect of gender on any oft he other dependent variables measured in the study. The
believability scale was the most important scale due to the fact that it renects most
closely the essence of'credibility' ofthe speaker. Thus, why the other dependent
variables did not show the same pattern of a significant effect of gender is unclear.
The questions 'How likely do you think it is that the witness gave an accurate
account of the incident?' and 'How accurately do you think the witness described the
defendant?' may have been ineffective at eliciting a strong effect, either positive or
negative, for the same reasons. Given the methodology used in this study, where the
experimenter asked the participant to listen to realistic description, perhaps the
participants found that they had no reason to question the witness' accuracy when it
came to describing the incident and defendant. They may have perceived the witness
as simply giving a dei;cription of what they saw. As the participant had no knowledge
of what the defendant looked like or what actually happened during the incident, they
are not able to compare the witness' testimony to reality. Participants had some
information to make judgements about the participant's ability to accurately describe
the situation and the defendant, such as how far away the witness was standing from
the defendant, but perhaps it was not enough. Ultimately, however, when it came to
making a decision of believability, they believed the male speaker more than the
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female spenker, even though there wns no reason to douhl the accuracy ol'any of'lhc
cven1s described
As dc~cribcd by Thomson ( 1991, 1995), there arc many factors that will
effect a witness' ability to accurately describe a defendant or incident. These include
event foc1ors (e.g. duration of exposure), situation factors (e.g., lighting) and witness
factors (e.g. eyesight). Participants could only imagine some of the conditions thal
were occun-ing on the day. Therefore they may have found it too difficult lo make a
positive or negative judgement about the accuracy of the witness in describing the
incident and , he defendant {accounting for why many participants assigned virtually
the same average score to speakers across all conditions on these two scales).
The question 'How much weight would you give to the witness' testimony if
you were to make a decision about the guilt of the defendant?' also failed to elicit
significantly different results between the conditions. No single explanation for this
result is favoured in this study. The exercise was conducted using a mock scenario,
and perhaps this alone meant that a strong response was not provoked by the
question, participants' responses clustering around the average score given on most
scales.

I,,reraclio11 be1wee11 /11/011ario11 and Speaker Gender 011 Co1!fide111:e
In the present study, the finding of a significant interaction between speaker
gender and intonation condition for rating of confidence given to the speaker was
unexpected. It .was predicted that both male and female speakers who used rising
intonation would obtain lower ratings than those using nonrising intonation on all the
dependant variables. The interaction shows that higher confidence ratings were
obtained for the male speaker who used rising intonation rather than nonrising
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intonation, whereas higher confidence ratings were ohtnined when the fomal~
speaker used nonrising intonation rather than rising intonution. One possible
e.xplanalion for this may rela1e to the idea that males, in general, use less variation in
intonation in their everyday speech. For e:"arnple, Guy et al. ( 1986) found that for
Australian speakers, mules do not use the rising intonation contour as commouly as
female speakers. If this is true, then people who listen tu a male speaker who uses a
rising intonation may associate this tone with a different meaning. One possibility is
that the listeners may have attended to the male speaker's varied intonation and
found him to be more expressive, and in turn, they may have found him to be less
'wooden' and more confident as a result of'this variation in his intonation.
Alternatively, listeners may find that when a female speaker doesn't use a rising
intonation, their speech is actually perceived as being more confident than when they
do use a rising intonation, given that that a rising intonation is a linguistic device
typically associated with female speech that is stereotypically less powerful and less
assertive (Lakoff, 1976; Guy et al., l986). If Australian male speakers use rising
intonation less frequently than Australian females, then their rate ofusage should be
compatible to that of an American population. If this is the case, it would be expected
that the less frequent use of rising intonation should be a marker for uncertainty in
speech, and perhaps should have reduced perceptions of believability and
confidence. However, this was not the case, which in a roundabout way, provides
support for the notion that there is a different meaning associated with the use of
rising intonation between American and Australian populations.
Another aspect of the significant interaction found for the confidence rating
scale is that the female speaker who used nonrising intonation received the highest
rating scores. Recall that one of the findings from this study was that, overall,
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fomales were less believable than males. Past research has linked confidencl!, either
expressed verbally or nonverbally, with high levels of credibility (Whitley &
Greenberg, 1980). l-lowever, the present findings indicate that a high confidence
level did not seem to be associated with a high level of believability. Anecdotally,
several participants remarked to the researcher that the female speaker who used a
nonstereotypical tone (i.e., a nonrising intonation) seemed to be over-confident, and,
accordingly, they rated her down on the believability scale. London ( l 973) has
described that the most persuasive people express greater confidence at the beginning
of their argument and reduced the tone of their confidence towards the end of their
argument. London attributed this strategy to the idea that people who display a high
level of confidence for the duration of a discourse may actually arouse a negative
emotion in the listener (e.g., suspicion), which may reduce the persuasiveness of the
speaker. If so, then in this study, the female speaker's high level of confidence
maintained throughout her testimony may have reduced her believability, even
though she seemed confident in her description.

Altemative E:cp/a11atio11s and Methodological Factors
An alternative explanation for the lack of significant effects from the rising
intonation mc1nipulation could be that participants were concentrating more carefully
on the content of what was being said rather than the way it was said. Participants
knew that they were going to be asked questions after listening to the recording, but
had no knowledge of the nature of the questions. In other words, the manipulation of
intonation may have been lost if participants were intent on trying to remember the
details of what was being said. This study did not want to draw the attention of
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participants specilically Inwards the.: speech style, as that wnuld have crnifounded the
manipulation.
As poimed out in the Methud section, a manipulation check carried out on a
pilot group showed thnt the difference between the versions of the testimony were
clearly distinguished according to rising or nonrising intonation. Two aspects of the
methodology used in this study may have affected the results. These are the speed of
speech used on the recordings and the reality of the script. Miller et al. (1976) found
that the rate of speech at which a person speaks may affect credibility. They found a
correlation between slower speed of speech with lower ratings of credibility and
faster speed of speech with higher ratings of credibility. Taking into account the
findings reported by Miller et al., this study aimed to control for any effects of
speech speed by using an 'average speaking rate'. However, Miller et al.· s study
used American speakers, and it may be that Americans on average use faster speech
rate than Australians. lftrue, the speed used in this experiment may have been
slightly faster than the speed of speech used by the average Austrn!i an speaker, the
implication being that any effects of a rising intonation may have been negated. It
may be important for future studies ofthis type to first establish the Australian norms
for speed of speech and to ascertain if the same increase of persuasion is associated
with faster speech as found by Miller et al. with American participants.
It is al So possible that the lack of an effect of intonation was related to an
artefact of the type of material used. In their feedback, some participants reported
that they were suspicious of the speakers due to the amount of detail given about the
incident. This may be a flaw of the materials used in the research or may in fact
reflect a general cynicism on the part of the listener. This cynicism may not
necessarily be applicable to the real experience of a juror, but may be related to the
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foci lhnt the pa11icipnnts were taking pnrt in an exercise and had a heightened sense
ol''not wanting to be fooled'. The incident described in the script was based on an
account provided by n person who c.~perienced the incident in real life. The detail
included in the script was reported by the individual in the way she remembered the
incident. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the script was unreal, nor was there
anything in the study to indicate to the participants that the witness had any reason to
lie.

Li111ilmio11s r!f /he Study and Pos.1·ible F11111re Directions
Several limitations ofthis study need to be discussed. First, only one male
and one female actor were used for the tape recordings. This was done to try and
maintain consistency. Without further replication of this study using different actors,
the possibility exists that some of the findings were an artefact of the materials (i.e.,
the specific actors) used. Second, the mode of presentation for this study via an
audiotape meant that many cues normally used by observers when making
judgements about credibility were removed. This was ofbenefit because it controlled
for factors such as facial attractiveness and body language, but it meant that some
participants were left with the feeling that they did not have enough information on
which to base their judgments of the witnesses. Future studies may be carried to
address these issues.
It is known that by using mock scenarios in research that there will be certain

limitations. ln particular, mock scenarios limit how well the results can be
generalized. In this study, concerns were centered on whether the voices on the
recordings Jacked realism. The people who made the recordings were amateur actors
and may have sounded 'scripted' in their delivery, something that was noticed by a
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fow participants. Jfthe participants perceived the recordings in this way, they would
have had greater diiliculty regarding the experiment seriously, and the results would
haw been atfoctcd. Only lliturc research using more realistic methodology [diffcrc11t
voices] can address this issue.

C'o11c/11siu11

The first conclusion is that rising intonation did not effect the listeners'
impression ofthe witness' credibility. This result is interpreted from a sociocultural
perspective. It is thought that the use of rising intonation in speech, given its
frequency of use amongst Australian speakers, does not act as a marker to indicate
that a speaker is uncertain about their statements. The second conclusion is that
female witnesses are perceived as being less believable than male witnesses. It may
be that female witnesses need to pay particular attention to bolstering their credibility
in ways that are known to be effective, for instance, by altering their speech style and
demeanor.
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APPENDIX A
SCRIPT Ol1 WITNESS TESTIMONY

(IJ, ,Id scri/!I imhcal<'s //1,·

in mf,·

lfull 11·,n· .1pok,•11 w11h nsm~ 1111om111"11)

PL:

What was the date and 1i111c of day of the event?

W:

It was Thursday the 2"d of October 1997 and the time was !Opm.

PL:

Please describe what happened.

W:

I had gone to the chemist to buy some throat lozenges. I was standing at a
shelf off to the side of the cash register \,,.hen a man entered the chemist. He
ran up to the counter and said in a loud aggressive sort of voice •this is a hold
up, don't move and you won't get hurt'.

PL:

Did the man have a weapon?

W:

He had a big kitchen knife. which was about 20 centimetres long. And he
was also carrying a bag. which was dark blue_

PL:

Were there any other customers in the chemist?

W:

No I was the only customer.

PL:

How many staff members were in the chemist?

W:

Um, there were two staff members, one female and one male.

PL:

How far away were you standing from the man holding up the chemist?
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W:

About 2 and n halfmelres.

PL:

Could you describe what he looked like?

W:

Yes, he w11s wearing blue denim jcaus, a pale blue windcheater with the
sleeves rolled up, white leather sneakers and a black balaclava. Me was sort of
'trendy' looking. And I'm pretty sure he was Caucasian.

PL:

Could you tell what age he was?

W:

Yes, I think he was in his mid to late twenties.

PL:

Do you recall seeing any identifying features on the man?

W:

(pause)Um,

PL:

What happened next?

W:

He was waving the knife towards the girl and yelling to al! ofus the whole
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time 'don't move or try to call the police'. He then yelled to the salesgirl at
the counter 'give me the money from the 'till". She took all the money from
the 'till' and put it in the bag he was holding.
Then he went to the drug counter where the salesman was standing and yelled
at him to put all the drugs that were behind him in the bag. The salesman did
that and then the man ran out of the chemist.

